Item No. 5
STAFF SUMMARY FOR JUNE 20-21, 2018

5.

KNOCEAN SCIENCES KELP HARVEST PLAN (CONSENT)

Today’s Item

Information ☐

Action ☒

Consider approving KNOCEAN Sciences, Inc.’s (KNOCEAN’s) updated, five-year, kelp harvest
plan required for mechanical harvest of kelp.
Summary of Previous/Future Actions




FGC adopted new kelp regulations
FGC received draft kelp harvest plan
Today approve kelp harvest plan

Nov 6, 2013; La Quinta
Apr 18-19, 2018; Ventura
Jun 20-21, 2018; Sacramento

Background
Under Agenda Item 4 (this meeting), FGC is scheduled to approve a request from KNOCEAN,
received at the Apr 2018 FGC meeting, to renew its kelp harvest lease for Administrative Kelp
Bed No. 3 in San Diego (see Exhibit 2 of Agenda Item 4). KNOCEAN wishes to use a
mechanical harvester as its primary kelp harvesting method.
New kelp regulations adopted by FGC in Nov 2013 require FGC-approved kelp harvest plans
for all mechanical kelp harvest of giant kelp (Macrocystis pyrifera) (subsections 165(c)(6) and
165.5(b)(2), Title 14). In accordance with the regulations, KNOCEAN submitted a draft kelp
harvest plan, which covers the five-year lease renewal period (Exhibit 1).
DFW has reviewed the draft updated plan, determined that it meets all requirements, and
recommends approval (Exhibit 2).
Significant Public Comments (N/A)
Recommendation
FGC staff: Under a motion to adopt the consent calendar, approve this item as recommended
by DFW.
DFW: Approve the kelp harvest plan as proposed for a five-year period.
Exhibits
1.
2.

Kelp harvest plan for KNOCEAN Sciences, Inc., received Mar 15, 2018
DFW memo, received Jun 12, 2018 (see Exhibit 3 under Agenda Item 4)

Motion/Direction
Moved by __________ and seconded by __________ that the Commission adopts the
consent calendar, items 3-5.

Author: Susan Ashcraft
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Agenda item 4: Lease renewal request for Kelp Bed No. 3; and
Agenda item 5: Proposed Kelp Harvest Plan

March 15, 2018 (Revised)

Mr. Valerie Termini
Executive Director
California Fish and Game Commission
1416 Ninth Street
P.O. Box 944209
Sacramento, CA 94244-2090
Re: Lease Renewal for California Kelp Bed 3
Dear Mrs. Termini,
This is a formal request to renew our existing Kelp Bed 3 Lease off Point Loma. It revises our November 27th renewal letter with new information.
In the interim time frame that KNOCEAN Sciences, Inc. has held its initial Lease of Kelp Bed 3, we have conducted major testing with some of the
largest cosmetic companies in the world, as our technology has help to shape a perfect a new ingredient for cosmetic and other uses in products
that are safe, and today we are now ready to Renew the Lease on Kelp Bed 3 to commence our next phase of competitive products beyond the
initial R & D of our first five products. That will require our supply of “Macrocystis pyrifera.”
As we previously indicated, KNOCEAN is an early stage Dallas, Texas based corporation that is utilizing state of the art technologies to convert
harvested brown macro algae (“Macrocystis pyrifera, kelp”) into a number of new valuable products such as bio-marine based nutraceutical,
cosmeceutical and functional food ingredients. We are initiating a new Business Tax Certificate with the City of El Cajon where our Marine
Administrator will operate from. The City of San Diego Business Tax Certificate office noted this and suggested that change for our processing of
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our certificate for 2018. We are now refreshing our examination of a lease a processing facility in San Diego County at 19037 Highway 94, Dulzura,
CA 91917. During the past years KNOCEAN has funded substantial scientific research and has received one patent from the USPTO that relate to
the methods for processing and refining our novel products. On May 1, 2012, Patent No. 8,167,959 B2 was awarded to KNOCEAN and we are
going to be filing for additional patents which related to the uniqueness of our AOK Kelp Concentrate and a high purity Giant Kelp Fucoidan.
In preparation for establishing kelp harvesting and processing operations in Southern California, KNOCEAN retained the services of mechanical
and chemical engineers, clinical physicians, biomedical researchers, and marine biologists including former Kelco and ISI Alginates personnel.
KNOCEAN is also reviewing the economics of three alternatives: (1) evaluating a contract to hire existing California commercial kelp harvester
companies, also used for abalone feed, but which now have idle vessel capacity, to use one of their vessels to harvest as we need to for our
manufacturing needs as being reflected in this renewal letter. Here is a picture on the left of one such kelp harvesting vessel with a kelp commercial
license that may be used.

Examples are The Cultured Abalone and Abalone Farms with idle capacity in their vessels, and using their crews who focus mostly on mechanical
harvesting but with our instruction but whose capability is topped to 500 tons per annum, and any amounts beyond that would shift to our second
alternative. Or, (2) our technical team has found that using a KNOCEAN owned and financed small Mexican-style Panga, show on the right above
with video attached, for Point Loma and we can use 100% hand harvested processes under the authority of our lease in Kelp Bed 3 for the entire
time period with minimal visualization from the coast and KNOCEAN will have its new workers with experience working on these boats led by our
marine team of Ron Densmore, Dale Glantz and Victor Fimbres. This would be new for San Diego, CA but it may have powerful benefits. Panga’s
are available now to purchase from Mexico to bring to San Diego. Then as alternative (3) as volumes grow, obtaining the use of the recently
refurbished M/V Supplier, or other similar candidate ships (LCM-6), which KNOCEAN plans to convert into a mechanical kelp harvester. The
SUPPLIER is a 62 foot long landing craft with a gross rated tonnage of 12 tons and fuel capacity of 1,000 gals. This third choice would more likely
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occur in year three. It would have to compete with choice (1) and (2). No matter what choice of vessel harvesting we choose, including a potential
converted vessel, the third party commercial kelp harvestors, or the Pangas, or the SUPPLIER-styled (or other LCM-6) will have a 40-50 ton kelp
load capacity. KNOCEAN, in both alternative choices, will be docking and unloading the vessel SUPPLIER at Pacific Tugboat Service’s Pier in San
Diego Bay at 1444 Cesar E. Chavez Parkway, San Diego, CA 92112. California Department of Fish and Game personnel will have full access to the
unloading and weighing of the kelp loads at this location in the lower, amended production harvest. The harvested kelp will be unloaded in nets
that will be weighed by an industrial crane scale for tonnage reporting to the State. The kelp will then be transported to the unincorporated,
agriculturally zoned site in Dulzura for its initial processing and drying. The kelp will be transported in watertight trucks that will be specially
designed to capture the plant’ sieve sap or slime drainage. This sieve sap will be used as a raw material for one of KNOCEAN’s products, so no
liquids will be discharged as waste. In order to secure a source of raw material for these kelp harvest and processing operations, KNOCEAN would
like to renew the lease of Kelp Bed 3 off Point Loma, San Diego.
KNOCEAN submits this renewal letter in accordance with Title 14, Section 165.5 for a 20-year lease (Through December 31, 2032) for Department
of Fish and Game Kelp Bed 3. We have been made aware that Kelp Bed 3 in recent survey’s has much lower kelp potential, but that is workable
for KNOCEAN Sciences, as we have materially lowered our kelp needs certainly for the initial two years as reflected in this letter. We now only
expect to harvest a maximum of 200 tons per year for the first two years of this five year lease due to technological improvements in our final
products that lower per unit the Kelp requirements. Kelp Bed 3 is described as:
Bed 3. Leasable. 2.58 square miles. This bed extends from the southern tip of Point Loma to the south jetty of Mission Bay, defined as the area
bounded by the mean high tide line and straight lines connecting the following points in the order listed except where noted:
32o39.891' N. lat. 117o14.559' W. long.;
32o39.189' N. lat. 117o18.171' W. long.; thence northward along the three nautical mile offshore boundary to
32o45.492' N. lat. 117o19.169' W. long.;
32o45.364' N. lat. 117o15.501' W. long.; and
32o45.398' N. lat. 117o15.221' W. long.
In our initial lease, we submitted a royalty bid of $1.71 per wet weight ton of kelp harvested. The deposit for a new lease for Kelp Bed 3 computed
on the basis of the royalty rate times the harvest of 1,500 tons of kelp per square mile in southern California [Section 165.5 (g), Title 14, CCRI] is
$6,617.70. We understand that the initial deposit payable on the renewal of Kelp Bed 3 is the same, (also, 2.58 square miles times $2,565.)
However, as we previously offered to get Commission approval, we enhanced our royalty bid to $3.00/wet ton of kelp harvested. Even though
we are harvesting materially less kelp per annum, we are still prepared to offer a bid of $3.00 per ton to be invoiced on renewal. As part of our
service to the Commission, we will have our marine experts report quarterly on how we see the health of the Kelp Bed 3 relative to last prior
survey. The CDFW aerial kelp surveys for kelp bed 3 in 2009 found 3.934 km2 of surface canopy kelp; during 2016 there was 0.004 km2. Survey’s
were not able to be performed in 2017. Our view is that just because the yield estimates have been low doesn’t mean things can’t improve
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quickly. Our scientists have seen a kelp bed where every single adult plant was destroyed after a severe storm and it formed extensive harvestable
canopies in six months. It’s is true that we don’t know what the plant population is below the surface or on the surface. It could be filled with
healthy juvenile plants rapidly growing towards the surface, or adult plants that were impacted by warm water and now recovering, or it could be
a wasteland. KNOCEAN believes the laws of marine nature will act and rejuvenate themselves successfully.
Though we previously expressed an interest also in Kelp Beds 4 and 6, but we are not requesting a lease on these at this time due to improved
technology of our ultimate needs. Should that change, and the Commission makes a decision on how to proceed with leasing kelp beds that have
marine reserves within their boundaries, KNOCEAN continues to be willing to work with the Commission on identifying and establishing
appropriate conditions for leases that involve reserves implemented under the Marine Life Protection Act.
Our primary purpose for acquiring the lease on Kelp Bed 3 is to secure a source of giant kelp Macrocystis pyrifera in the southern California marine
region to provide the renewable raw material required for KNOCEAN’s innovation conversion process. Our focus is to produce key extracts from
the harvested kelp. Our manufacturing and product stream will be designed to utilize all of the kelp that is harvested, thereby eliminating the
need for byproduct disposal. We plan to harvest kelp in Bed 3 from its northern to southern limits in water depths ranging from 5 fathom contour
out to offshore edge of the kelp bed in approximately 12 fathoms of water.
Our plan is to harvest 200 tons of kelp from Bed 3, using third party vessels, during our first two years of operation. We would plan a May through
November harvesting period at two trips (from Santa Barbara area where third party boats are located) during the calendar period with a vessel
at 100 tons per a scheduled event. Once in the San Diego area, schedule five daily harvesting events at 20 tons per harvest per period; during
each of the two periods. One period can be in June and the second in October. This would be repeated in year two. For years 3-5, we would plan
due to growth in our business, to harvest more kelp, a 2,000 tons per year. Similarly we would have, using a converted vessel that will be completed
at the end of year two. Beginning in year three, two harvesting periods in each of the May to November period would occur. The first harvesting
period would be June-July, with 25 daily events at 20 tons per harvest to yield 1,000 tons, and then in October to November, another 25 daily
events at 20 tons per harvest for the second 1,000 tons to yield for the year, 2,000 tons. Years 4-5 would repeat this process.
KNOCEAN whether third party harvesters or our own converted vessel, will use mechanical harvesting techniques to obtain the kelp. The vessel
conversions, or even if we use continually the existing idle commercial kelp vessels, that these contracts with a third party company, or our
refurbishment and ongoing operation and maintenance would potentially add jobs and income in the State.
The kelp that KNOCEAN plans to harvest will be brought onboard and deposited in nets for easy handling. The kelp unloading process will take
place at Pacific Tugboat Service’s site prior to being transported to Dulzura for initial processing including solar drying. Most of the equipment
and jobs at the Dulzura processing location is expected to be sourced in California, which would potentially create additional opportunities for
citizens of the State. The manufacturing of our final ingredients products will be accomplished for cosmetic products in Irving, Texas at Cosmetic
Laboratories, Inc., who provide formulation and processing services for final product packaging. For neutraceuticals, the plan is to have final
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KNOCEAN plans to continue the stewardship role established by Kelco and ISP Alginates in helping to maintain healthy kelp forest resources, and
this effort will be managed by Dale Glantz. There is a long history of research and evaluation that reveals kelp harvesting to be a well run and
sustainable industry. KNOCEAN strongly supports the kelp harvesting regulations established by the State of California and the management
efforts of the Department of Fish and Game. In addition to complying with all harvesting regulations, KNOCEAN will also establish and abide by
special methods to assure that individual kelp plants are not harvested continuously. KNOCEAN will utilize the same harvest techniques
development by Kelco, which is similar to a farmer harvesting a field. The vessel will establish a cut parallel to shore and positively identify it using
a recording GPS system. The harvest cut and the GPS technique will allow KNOCEAN’s vessel to systematically harvest the bed to assure the same
area is not cut more than once every 4 to 6 months. KNOCEAN currently has no plans to harvest kelp off central California, so there will be no
conflicts between our harvesting operations, rafting female sea otters, or the bull kelp species Nereocystis leutkeana.
Please contact us if you have any questions or require additional information relative to this kelp Bed 3 renewal request.
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Sincerely,
E. Anthony “Tony” Copp, Ph.D.
Chief Executive Officer
KNOCEAN Sciences, Inc.
6614 Darbrook Drive
Dallas, TX 75254
214-738-7973
tcopp@knoceansciences.com
Cc: Kirsten Ramey, Senior Environmental Scientist, California Department of Fish and Game, Eureka, Kirsten.ramey@wildlife.ca.gov
Susan Ashcraft, Marine Advisor, California Fish and Game Commission, Sacramento, susan.ashcraft@fgc.ca.gov
Dale Glantz, COO, KNOCEAN Sciences, Inc. (dale.glantz@earthlink.com)
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